
Long Story Short Podcast; Sirkin Stories Episode 
 
JEFF 
hello and welcome back to another episode of long story short the podcast  about storytelling 
and connection where  we typically interview marketers and  entrepreneurs to hear the stories 
they  tell about their brands i'm Jeff 
 
SOPHIA 
 and i'm Sophia this is a  podcast by  humans for humans who also happen to be  marketers 
this week's show is a little bit  different than most 
 
JEFF 
 the biggest  difference is that we don't have a guest  on this first Sirkin stories episode  Sophia 
and i highlight key insights from  a recent study we at Sirkin research  conducted  about the 
future of marketing going into 2021 
 
SOPHIA 
 as we enter 2021 it's crucial to  consider  and understand both the top priorities  and biggest 
challenges facing the  marketing world  although we're in the process of  developing official 
written content  surrounding this research  we wanted to give you the inside scoop  
 
JEFF 
yeah and some of these insights were  very eye-opening so we're really excited  to share it on 
the show  so without further ado please enjoy this  episode of Sirkin stories 
 
[Music]  so Sophia in terms of the survey what  was the first big  takeaway that we saw in terms 
of what  marketers are looking at for 2021  
 
SOPHIA 
 so the most interesting takeaway for  is that not only are the responses  generally clustered 
towards the middle  as opposed to people feeling strongly  on one end or the other in terms of 
things that they are prioritizing or  things that are particularly painful  for them but additionally 
when compared  to 2020  they're also less extreme so they're  more towards the middle but that 
hasn't  always been the case  in prior years we saw people leaning  more towards  feeling very 
strongly about whatever we  were asking  
 
JEFF 
 oh wow so so we're saying if we're  saying then the numbers are a little  more kind of watered 
down  what do you what do you think might be  driving that? 
 
SOPHIA 
 so  i mean there's so many things happening  right now i feel like  we can't necessarily pinpoint 
one  specific thing but i think what's  important to keep in mind  is that like we are asking people 
who  are living  in this current 2020 state  uh even the concept of 2021 can feel a  little bit 



foreign and i think there's just again  so many different things happening  that it's hard to feel 
one way or  another maybe  towards a list of different things that  we're asking you know how 
can you  imagine  how painful or how important your  marketing budgets are when like hey 
you're working by yourself  and so who are you even talking to about  this unless you hop on 
zoom with someone  and then also how are you supposed to  feel super strongly about 
something when  like  there's five other things not even work  related going on in your head  um 
and so i think the combination of  emotion and you know the isolation that  is most people's work 
days right now  makes it really hard  for people to feel so strongly as maybe  in 2020 when you 
know you were going to  the office you could talk about this to  anyone and  a lot of the big 
concerns that people  are feeling elsewhere in their lives  they  might have not been feeling in 
years  past  
 
JEFF 
that that's a great point and  and for what it's worth you know what i  always think about this as 
well is  seeing that  the questions we asked in terms of what  are their biggest priorities and pain 
points  they're more i guess i would call them  higher level needs right  and and frankly if you're 
dealing with  kind of more  basic you know more like how do i  actually get work done how do i 
kind of  just get through the next day  you're not thinking about how are you  attributing your 
marketing campaigns how  are you attributing revenue to those and  yep  and how are you you 
know achieving speed  to market and things like that so i  guess it  that's kind of you know what i 
took away  from that as well  
 
SOPHIA 
yeah and i think you know before we can  get into these higher level needs  such as attribution 
we have to be  satisfying those foundational needs and  given that we were doing this survey 
and  replicating the questions that we were  asking in 2020 you know  if those needs were being 
satisfied in  people were able to feel strongly one  way or another about  those but if that's not 
being met  anymore then people can't conceptualize  something like attribution right now  or feel 
particularly strong about it  when  again their emotions are laying on those  foundational needs 
of getting through  the day and getting  x y and z done not even who's getting  credit for it  
 
JEFF 
yeah and again we also see that play out  in the data too is  when we took a look at we asked a 
long  form open-ended question of what's  keeping you up at night  and we looked through and 
and almost  almost exactly half of the responses  that people gave were things that i to  your 
point Sophia  are much more what i would sort of  define as basic level needs right like  it's all 
about  collaboration communication working  together it's how do we keep up how do  we do 
more with less  budgeting resourcing um and then  uncertainty and market shifts and things  like 
that but i i agree like i think it  was fascinating to see  um again that it made a lot more sense 
after seeing the numbers being lower  than they had been in previous years  to see that the 
thing that people said  most was keeping them up at night were  things that were not even  that 
we weren't even asking about  
 
SOPHIA 



yep  yeah and i think you know in a world  where  we're all working alone to see that so  many 
people were feeling  this middle ground really is telling  about  where the workforce is heading 
into 2021  when we discussed the values and pain  points when we were asking people to  rank 
them using  our terms we might have had  concepts that were as we said before too  high on 
that hierarchy of different needs that  didn't allow them to accurately  conceptualize how they're 
feeling right  now  so for example like i might really value  demonstrating the impact of my 
business  efforts and it might be a challenge  that i am constantly working to achieve  but i have 
so many other things that are  taking up  my time and energy that even if it's  number one it's 
still not going to be as  strongly of a number one as it has been  in years past  so um what are 
your thoughts in terms of  that still  ranking as number one but again slightly  lower but 
nonetheless remaining the  number one both value and  concern  
 
JEFF 
yeah it's a great point and i  think again this has been consistent  this has been a theme  you 
know frankly for for years and the  marketers i've talked to and worked with  is that  uh and 
frankly as somebody with you know  two decades uh essentially of  experience in this space of 
measuring  the value of marketing  there's a lot of reasons why this is a  major challenge um 
you know for sort of first and foremost  just sort of set the stage here you know  marketers  if it's 
not clear they're being asked to  drive growth through roi period right  but now they have to 
prove it and that's  that's what this is all about and and so  we're seeing this uh especially in the 
b2b space you know they they really do  have  uh it's really hard to prove and so  think about 
this way it's like you have  a really  long and complex sales cycle so over the  period of 6  to sell 
a product and in b2b you're  doing that across a number of different  contacts within the account 
so  because of that it really obscures the  ability you have so many different touch  points and 
some of them are measurable  and some of them are not but it makes it  a really hard puzzle to 
fit together all  of these different points  to be able to say this is definitively  what caused  the 
you know the revenue ideally  
 
SOPHIA 
yeah  and i think  too you know from a data and measurement  perspective  if you're measuring 
your success and  your contributions in one way but then  other departments or even your 
people  higher up in your organization are  defining it differently then it doesn't  quite matter and 
that can create an even  greater pain point or  um make it a bigger priority than for  you to figure 
out but  if you're not all speaking the same  language those numbers are only going to  take you 
so far  
 
JEFF 
yeah makes a ton of sense again we we've  seen this time and time again where  you know 
there's a lot of situations  where we're marketing is just not  seen frankly at the same level of 
strategic importance to the company  and a big part of that is this right it  all comes down to  that 
if they can't prove definitively  how  the budget they're getting goes to and  actually attributes  to 
the revenue of the company then  there's then they're always going to be  in this place where 
when times are good sure you know you're  marketing here some more budget but as  soon as 
things get a little tighter  that's the first place they look to cut  from and i've seen that  firsthand 



time and time again the other  important piece here just to mention is  that  from a pure 
measurement perspective  the data also lives in these silos in  all these different systems 
across the martech stack and so what  then happens is just purely from  a logistical perspective 
even if you had  sort of the business logic and the plan  to be able to go prove  exactly what 
marketing was doing it's a  really hard exercise to get all of the  data to live in one place since it 
lives  in all of these different corners of  your technical world  
 
SOPHIA 
 that's even if you're taking the steps  to get that data in  concrete numbers exactly so  we're just 
talking about pain points and  
 
JEFF 
we also asked a separate question  around what the biggest bottleneck is in  terms of the entire 
marketing orchestration process and so  what was it that came out as being the  biggest 
bottleneck  
 
SOPHIA 
so we saw content being the biggest  bottleneck which  makes sense because content is 
relevant  in so many different spheres of business  that again even if we're all  in these 
individual bubbles right now  we're thinking within our own teams  every team should be and 
seemingly is  thinking about  content um but at the same time that  makes sense for it to then 
come up  as the biggest bottleneck because you  know if you're  at the level of adjusting the 
shift in  the market  then you're still having to adjust your  content to that shift  if you're struggling 
to even come up  with ideas or your bandwidth is low then  getting that content out the door no 
matter which direction it's going in is  going to be difficult so  a it's involved in so many different 
levels of an organization but then  also no matter what your goal with your  content  is or where 
that bottleneck is it's  still a bottleneck  
 
JEFF 
yeah  and again to be clear and you kind of  call that a bunch of them there's a lot  of different 
steps in the process  there's a lot of different sort of  hands and that there's a lot of cooks in  the 
kitchen right so it's like there's  sort of the strategy  big picture of kind of what content do  we 
create there's then  the actual creation and then the whole  editing process there's  governance 
there's approvals and then  there's execution this is across a ton  of different channels  as well 
as then how do we store it how  do we share it how do we archive this  how do we make sure 
that we can  reference different pieces of content in  different mediums that way we're not 
recreating the wheel every time  
 
SOPHIA 
yep yeah i think content on a good day  is uh going to be a bottleneck and so  given everything 
else that we've been  seeing it makes sense  for this to come out number one here as  well  
 
JEFF 



yeah and just one thing to add to it  from a data perspective we did ask  so we got the different 
roles of the  people who answered the survey  and content actually showed up as the  number 
one or number two  biggest bottleneck for people across  every role of the organization so i 
thought that was  to so to your point right content is  everything and  you know everybody's 
feeling that same  bottleneck so  
 
SOPHIA 
earlier uh we were discussing how it's  so essential  for everyone to be on the same page when 
they're discussing making an impact  and how you show the progress that you  feel you're 
making  what did we see when we were asking  about demonstrating results depending on  the 
different roles that people are in  
 
JEFF 
yeah this was interesting to me again as  somebody who's who does the  measurement of 
marketing i i thought  we'd see something a little more  consistent but it but it makes sense 
again in hindsight that we saw  really sort of three different places to  go that if you know 
demand marketers  integrated  marketing and ops they said attribution  right they said back to 
the you know  sort of the number one uh problem  um area was basically like you know how 
are we attributing revenue to the  activities we're doing but then the  brand the comms pr 
creative services  they said for them demonstrating results  meant brand awareness  and then 
content and product said  content performance again  not surprising but to me it was really 
intriguing to really see how  different these answers were depending  on where somebody sat in 
the  organization  
 
SOPHIA 
yeah and i think you know to your point  even if they're sitting in different  places in  the 
organization they're still all a  part of the same organization  and then you haven't even gone 
into okay  well what is the organization as a whole  define as success  is that any of these 
definitions is it a  completely  different definition because if they're  not aligning to anything then 
the overall organization won't succeed  no matter how well all these different  departments are 
doing  
 
JEFF 
yeah and that's one of the things i love  uh asking marketers and it's it's funny  and i've seen this 
more and more again  in my own conversations as well is just  asking them what their kpis are 
and  typically what you end up getting is  you know in theory there's some sort of  cascading 
thing where they as a  department have one set and then each  team have another but  very 
often they're somewhat disconnected  so i think again this this very much  speaks to that that 
people are  looking kind of just within their little  fiefdoms but not necessarily across the  big 
picture  
 
SOPHIA 
and i think what's concerning about this  coming into 2021  is if we're all defining success  or 
demonstrating results differently  while we're all also prioritizing the  need to do so  we're never 



going to achieve that and  then we're going to spend another year  where doing the survey for 
2022 if we  haven't come to a unanimous conclusion  on how as an organization all of these 
different departments are demonstrating  results and how we go about measuring  that  then 
we're not resolving any of our pain  points or  achieving our biggest value markers  
 
JEFF 
yeah i know and it's funny and this to  me is kind of a very meta thing because  we on this 
podcast we love asking our  guests what what they define success as  right for for them  in their 
careers and so it's interesting  because in in much the same way again  this  frankly shouldn't be 
that surprising  because we get such a different a wide  variety of  of responses there too but 
yeah to your  point like  it's it's really vital that all of the  different components of a marketing 
organization be speaking the same  language  um when it comes to what success means  to 
them 
  
SOPHIA 
yep and i think the difference too with  asking our guests is  it's quite beautiful when you hear we 
have the societal conception of what  success should be  from an individual standpoint as 
someone  contributing to the workforce and so i  think it's really  beneficial and refreshing to 
hear how  guests define that  in their own professional careers but as  an organization and 
members within an  organization that's where that actually  needs to be essential so it's sort of 
as a group we need to collectively swap  the two  and create this overarching definition  of 
success within our organizations but  still enable the individuals to pursue  their own definitions 
of success  
 
JEFF 
so we started this conversation by  talking about the fact that  in general the numbers and the 
weights  in terms of uh how big of a priority  something was or how big of a pain point  was 
things were to marketers  were somewhat clustered together and a  little just generally lower 
than they  had been in the past especially looking  at 2020.  um but what are some of the things 
that  we have seen shifting around  
 
SOPHIA 
so something that we've seen shifting  around is that collaboration  and coordination going into 
2021 are  substantially bigger priorities  than they were in years past which  to our earlier points 
makes sense in the  times that we are in right now where  collaboration and coordination within 
your teams as an  individual potentially working from home  are so essential to that 
foundational success before we can move  forward on anything else we need to have  those two 
uh key factors  and so it makes sense that those are  bigger priorities  
 
JEFF 
yeah again i mean to me from a data  perspective so i thought this one was  fascinating 
because  so it now it moved up i think it was the  number three priority in terms of what  people 
are looking for but it was really  low on the list of pain points and and the reason i thought that 
was so  interesting is because to me i think  that speaks to the fact of  it's immediately and back 



to sort of the  situation we're all in working from  working remotely and disparate  that people 
want to connect and  collaborate differently but they're not  seeing it as a pain it's just something 
that all of a sudden they're just trying  to prioritize  
 
SOPHIA 
 yeah and you know i wonder to some  extent  we asked it in terms of is this  something you 
value and maybe it's just  this has always been important but  people didn't realize it's one of 
those  like you don't know what you got until  it's gone and now that it's gone oh we  really value 
for uh  collaborating and coordinating with our  teams and although it's not painful when  we 
might not  uh be doing this we really now  are seeing how crucial it is to our  maybe it's our own 
well-being maybe it's  not even the work success but regardless  it's  become something that is 
important to  people  
 
JEFF 
so then with this  in mind you know what do we as marketers  or in in the corporate world in 
general  what do we now make of this how do we  sort of take this going forward into 2021? 
 
SOPHIA 
 i think going into 2021 we need to keep  in mind that  before anything else before we are our 
content  or our you know the bigger picture of  everything we are human beings that are 
accomplishing all of these things and  keeping that in mind and we have so many  things right 
now that are clouding that  overall concept that we are working with  other people  but you know 
between our zoom and all of  the other technology we need to remember  that we are  people 
first um and so i think that's  really crucial i don't know what you  think from  beyond that um 
what your perspective is  
 
JEFF 
first of all i just want to say i love  that it's something that we should all  keep in mind that we're 
all humans first  and foremost right and i think  from a marketing perspective i think  that's really 
what it is right it's like  so now it's  remembering that it's not just all the  people we are working 
with but it's the  audiences we're reaching out to right so  the  the people our prospects that 
we're  reaching out to and just to be more  mindful of  language and being more human i think is 
really  the thing that will hopefully help all  of us get to a better place and that i  think will allow 
in this particular moment in history to  be able to connect better with our  audiences  if we can 
meet them on a more human  level  
 
SOPHIA 
yeah and i think we're already  seeing that in research that's been done  on marketers and also 
our audience's  needs is that marketers are shifting to  more emotion-centric communications 
and audiences are going to start  expecting that too so  as much as we are also maybe catering 
to  our audiences we need to remember that  our employees are our number one  audience 
and so as much as we need to keep our  audience's emotions in mind  we also need to make 
sure that we're  upholding that same level of respect and  prioritization for  our employees and i 
think that will  boost overall  the group's well-being 



 
JEFF 
 i want to thank  Sirkin research for being the sponsor of  our show  Sirkin research fuels 
demand for b2b  marketers looking to gain a competitive  advantage we leverage original 
research  and data-driven content to supercharge  your growth  you can find out more on our 
website at  Sirkin research.com  


